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Abstract. A major difficulty for tracking information flow in multithreaded programs is due to the internal timing covert channel. Information is leaked via this
channel when secrets affect the timing behavior of a thread, which, via the scheduler, affects the interleaving of assignments to public variables. This channel is
particularly dangerous because, in contrast to external timing, the attacker does
not need to observe the actual execution time. This paper presents a compositional transformation that closes the internal timing channel for multithreaded
programs (or rejects the program if there are symptoms of other flows). The
transformation is based on spawning dedicated threads, whenever computation
may affect secrets, and carefully synchronizing them. The target language features semaphores, which have not been previously considered in the context of
termination-insensitive security.

1

Introduction

An active area of research is focused on information flow controls in multithreaded
programs [21]. Multithreading opens new covert channels by which information can
be leaked to an attacker. As a consequence, the machinery for enforcing secure information flow in sequential programs is not sufficient for multithreaded languages [25].
One particularly dangerous channel is the internal timing covert channel. Information
is leaked via this channel when secrets affect the timing behavior of a thread, which,
via the scheduler, affects the interleaving of assignments to public variables.
Suppose that h is a secret variable, and k and l are public ones. Assuming that k
denotes parallel composition, consider a simple example of an internal timing leak:
if h ≥ k then skip; skip else skip;
l := 1

k

skip;
skip;
l := 0

(Internal timing leak)

Under a one-step round-robin scheduler (and a wide class of other reasonable schedulers), if h ≥ k then by the time assignment l := 1 is reached in the first thread,
the second thread has terminated. Therefore, the last assignment to execute is l := 1.
On the other hand, if h < k then by the time assignment l := 0 is reached in the
second thread, the first thread has terminated. Therefore, the last assignment to execute is l := 0. Hence, the truth value of h ≥ k is leaked into l. Programs with dynamic thread creation are vulnerable to similar leaks. For example, a direct encoding
of the example above is depicted in Fig. 1 (where fork(c) spawns a new thread c).

This program also leaks whether h ≥ k is true,
under many schedulers. Internal timing leaks
fork(skip; skip; l := 0);
are particularly dangerous because, in contrast
if h ≥ k
to external timing, the attacker does not need
then skip; skip else skip;
to observe the actual execution time. Moreover,
l := 1
leaks similar to those considered so far can be
magnified via loops as shown in Fig. 2 (where
k, l, n, and p are public; and h is an n-bit secret Fig. 1. Internal timing leak with fork
integer). Each iteration of the loop leaks one bit
of h. As a result, the entire value of h is copied p := 0;
into p. Although this example assumes a round- while n ≥ 0 do
robin scheduler, similar examples can be easily
k := 2n−1 ;
constructed where secrets are copied into public
fork(skip; skip; l := 0);
variables under any fair scheduler [25].
if h ≥ k
Existing proposals to tackling internal timthen skip; skip else skip;
ing flows heavily rely on the modification of
l := 1;
run-time environment. (A more detailed discusif l = 1
sion of related work is deferred to Section 8.)
then h := h − k; p := p + k
A series of work by Volpano and Smith [25,
else skip;
27, 23, 24] suggests a special protect(c) staten := n − 1
ment that, by definition, takes one atomic computation step with the effect of running command c to the end. Internal timing leaks are Fig. 2. Internal timing leak magnified
made invisible because protect()-based security typed systems ensure that computation that branches on secrets is wrapped by
protect() commands. However, implementing protect() is a major challenge [22,
19, 16] because while a thread runs protect(), the other threads must be instantly
blocked. Russo and Sabelfeld argue that standard synchronization primitives are not
sufficient and resort to primitives for direct interaction with scheduler in order to enable instant blocking [16]. However, a drawback of this approach (and, arguably, any
approach that implements protect() by instant blocking) is that it relies on the modification of run-time environment: the scheduler must be able to immediately suspend
all threads that might potentially assign to public variables while a protected segment
of code is run, which limits concurrency in the program.
This paper eliminates the need for modifying the run-time environment for a class
of round-robin schedulers. We give a transformation that closes internal timing leaks
by spawning dedicated threads for segments of code that may affect secrets. There are
no internal timing leaks in transformed programs because the timing for reaching assignments to public variables does not depend on secrets. The transformation carefully
synchronizes the dedicated threads in order not to introduce undesired interleavings in
the semantics of the original program. Despite the introduced synchronization, threads
that operate on public data are not prevented from progress by threads that operate on
secret data, which gives more concurrency than in [25, 27, 23, 24, 16].
For a program with internal timing leaks under a particular deterministic scheduler,
the elimination of leaks necessarily changes the interleavings and so possibly the final

result. What thread synchronization allows us to achieve is refinement of results under
nondeterministic scheduling: the result of the transformed program (under round-robin)
is a possible result of the source program under nondeterministic scheduling. Although
an attacker would seek to exploit information about the specific scheduler in use, good
software engineering practice suggests that a program’s functional behavior should not
be dependent on specific properties of a scheduler beyond such properties as fairness.
The transformation does not reject programs unless they have symptoms that would
already reject sequential programs [5, 28]. The transformation ensures that the rest of
insecurities (due to internal timing) are repaired.
It is seemingly possible to remove internal timing leaks by applying the following
naive transformation. Suppose a command (program) c only has two variables h and l
to store a secret and a public value, respectively. Assume that c does not have insecurities other than due to internal timing (this can be achieved by disallowing explicit and
implicit flows, defined later in the paper). Then the following program does not leak
any information about h, while it computes output as intended for c (or diverges):
hi := h; li := l; h := 0; c; bar ; lo := l; h := hi ; l := li ; c; bar ; l := lo
where bar is a barrier command that ensures that all other threads have terminated before proceeding. This transformation suffers from at least two drawbacks. Firstly, the
program c is run twice, which is inefficient. Secondly, it is hard to ensure that any kind
of nondeterminism (e.g., due to the scheduler, random number generator, or input channels) in c is resolved in the same way in both copies. For example, the transformation
does not scale up naturally when c uses input channels. It is not obvious how to communicate inputs between the two copies of the program.
Another attempt to remove internal timing leaks could be done by applying slicing
techniques, which can automatically split the original program into low and high parts.
Unfortunately, these techniques in presence of concurrency are not enough to preserve
the semantics of the original program. The reason for that is simple: public variables,
which are updated by threads, might affect the computation of secrets. Therefore, an
explicit communication of public values to the high part is required.

2

Language

Although our technique is applicable to fully-fledged programming languages, we use
a simple imperative language to formalize the transformation. The language includes
a command fork((λ~x.c) @ ~e), which dynamically creates and runs a new thread with
local variables ~x with initial values given by the expressions ~e. When the list of local variables is empty, we sometimes use simpler notation: fork(c). The command c
may also use the program’s global variables. The transformation requires dynamically
allocated semaphores, so these too are included in the language defined in this section.
Without making it precise, we assume that each variable is of type integer or type
semaphore. There are no expressions of type semaphore other than semaphore variables.
A main program is a single command c, in the grammar of Fig. 3. Its free variables comprise the globals of the program. The source language is the subset in which there are
no stop commands, no semaphore variables and therefore no semaphore allocations or

c ::= skip | x := e | c; c | if e then c else c | while e do c | fork((λ~
x.c) @ ~e)
| stop | s := newSem(n) | P(s) | V(s)
Fig. 3. Command syntax (with x and s ranging over variables, and n over integer literals)
(~e, m) ↓ ~v

(s, m) ↓ r

λ~
x.d,~
v

h|fork((λ~x.d) @ ~e), m, h|i _ h|stop, m, h|i
(s, m) ↓ r

h(r).cnt = 0
⊗r

h|P(s), m, h|i _ h|stop, m, h|i

h0 = h[r.cnt := r.cnt − 1]

h(r).cnt > 0

h|P(s), m, h|i _ h|stop, m, h0 |i
(s, m) ↓ r
r

h|V(s), m, h|i _ h|stop, m, h|i
i = max(dom(h)) + 1

h0 = h ∪ {i 7→ (cnt = n, que = hi)}

h|s := newSem(n), m, h|i _ h|stop, m[s := i], h0 |i
Fig. 4. Commands semantics

operations. Moreover, the list of local variables in every fork must be empty. Locals
are needed for the transformation, but locals in source code would complicate the transformation (because each source thread is split into multiple threads, and locals are not
shared between threads).

3

Semantics

The formal semantics is defined in two levels: individual command and threadpool
semantics. The small-step semantics for sequential commands is standard [29], and
we thus omit these rules. The rules for concurrent commands are given in Fig. 4.
Configurations have the form h|c, m, h|i, where c is a command, m is a memory
(mapping variables to their values), and h is a heap for dynamically allocated semaphores.
The expression language does not include dereferencing of semaphore references, so
evaluation of expressions does not depend on the heap. We write (e, m) ↓ n to say that
n is the value of e in memory m. A heap is a finite mapping from semaphore references
(which we take to be naturals) to records of the form (cnt = n, que = ws) where n is a
natural number and ws is the list of blocked thread states.
Let α range over the following events, which label command transitions for use in
the threadpool semantics: r, to indicate the semaphore at reference r is signaled; ⊗r,
to indicate it is waited; or a pair λ~x.c, ~v where ~v is a sequence of values that match ~x.
Threadpool configurations have the form h|h(c0 , m0 ) . . . (ci , mi ) . . . (cn−1 , mn−1 )i
g, h, j|i, where each (ci , mi ) is the state of thread i which is not blocked, g maps global
variables to their values, h is the heap, j ∈ 0 . . . n − 1 is the index of the thread that
will take the next step. For all i, dom(mi ) is disjoint from dom(g). Numbering threads
0 . . . n − 1 slightly simplifies some definitions related to round-robin scheduling.

The threadpool semantics is defined for any scheduler relation SC. We interpret
(i, n, n0 , i0 ) ∈ SC to mean that i is the current thread taking a step, n is the current
pool size, n0 is the size of the pool after that step, and i0 is the next thread chosen by the
scheduler. This model is adequate to define a round-robin scheduler for which thread
activation, suspension, and termination do not affect the interleaving of other threads,
and also to model full nondeterminism. The fully nondeterministic scheduler ND is
defined by (i, n, n0 , i0 ) ∈ ND if and only if 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ i0 < n0 .
A little care is needed with round-robin to maintain the order when threads are
blocked or terminated. The definition relies on some details of the threadpool semantics,
e.g., when a step by thread i removes a thread from the pool (by termination or blocking), that thread is i itself. Define the round-robin scheduler RR by (i, n, n0 , i0 ) ∈ RR
if and only if 0 ≤ i < n and equation (1) holds.
The threadpool semantics is
i0 = i,
if n0 < n and i < n − 1
given in Fig. 5. Note that mem= 0,
if n0 < n and i = n − 1
ories in command configurations
0
= (i + 1) mod n , otherwise
are disjoint unions mi ∪g, where
(1)
mi is the thread-local memory,
and g is the global one. We write
h[r.que := (r.que :: (c, m))] to abbreviate an update of the record at r in h to change
its que field by appending (c, m) at the tail. Although semaphores are stored in a heap,
we streamline the semantics by not including a null reference. Thus, an initial heap is
needed. It is defined to initialize semaphores to 1, which is an arbitrary choice. The
security condition defined later refers to initial values for all global variables, for simplicity, but only integer inputs matter.
Definition 1. The initial heap of size k is the mapping hk with domain 1 . . . k that maps
each i to the semaphore state (cnt = 1, que = hi). Suppose that k of the globals have
type semaphore. Given a global memory g, the initial global memory gk agrees with
g on integer variables, and the ith semaphore variable (under some enumeration) is
mapped to i (i ∈ dom(hk )).
Define (c, g) ⇓ g 0 if and only if h|h(c, m)i, gk , hk , 0|i →∗ h|hi, g 0 , h0 , j|i, for some h0
and j, where →∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of the transition relation →, and
m is the empty function (since the initial thread c has no local variables).
Note that the definitions of →∗ and ⇓ depend on the choice of scheduler, but this is
elided in the notation.

4

Security specification

Assume that all global non-semaphore variables are labeled with low or high security
levels to represent public and secret data, respectively. We label all semaphore variables
as high in the target code (recall that the source program has no semaphore variables).
To define the security condition, it suffices to define low equality of global memories,
written g1 =L g2 , to say that g1 (x) = g2 (x) for all low variables x.
Definition 2. Program c is secure if for all g1 , g2 such that g1 =L g2 , if (c, g1 ) ⇓ g10
and (c, g2 ) ⇓ g20 then g10 =L g20 , where ⇓ refers to the round-robin scheduler RR.

h|ci , mi ∪g, h|i _ h|c0i , m0i ∪g 0 , h0 |i

(i, n, n, j) ∈ SC

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . .i, g, h, i|i → h|h. . . (c0i , m0i ) . . .i, g 0 , h0 , j|i
ci = stop

(i, n, n − 1, j) ∈ SC

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . .i, g, h, i|i → h|h. . . (ci−1 , mi−1 )(ci+1 , mi+1 ) . . .i, g, h, j|i
λ~
x.d,~
v

h|ci , mi ∪g, h|i _ h|c0i , m0i ∪g 0 , h0 |i

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . . (cn−1 , mn−1 )i, g, h, i|i →

m = {~
x 7→ ~v }

(i, n, n + 1, j) ∈ SC

h|h. . . (c0i , m0i ) . . . (cn−1 , mn−1 )(d, m)i, g 0 , h0 , j|i
⊗r

h|ci , mi ∪g, h|i _ h|c0i , m0i ∪g 0 , h0 |i
h = h [r.que := (r.que :: (c0i , m0i ))]
(i, n, n − 1, j) ∈ SC
00

0

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . .i, g, h, i|i → h|h. . . (ci−1 , mi−1 )(ci+1 , mi+1 ) . . .i, g 0 , h00 , j|i
r

h|ci , mi ∪g, h|i _ h|c0i , m0i ∪g 0 , h0 |i
h (r).que = (c, m) :: ws
h00 = h0 [r.que := ws]
(i, n, n + 1, j) ∈ SC
0

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . . (cn−1 , mn−1 )i, g, h, i|i → h|h. . . (c0i , m0i ) . . . (cn−1 , mn−1 )(c, m)i, g 0 , h00 , j|i
r

h0 (r).que = hi

h|ci , mi ∪g, h|i _ h|c0i , m0i ∪g 0 , h0 |i
h00 = h0 [r.cnt := r.cnt + 1]
(i, n, n, j) ∈ SC

h|h. . . (ci , mi ) . . .i, g, h, i|i → h|h. . . (c0i , m0i ) . . .i, g 0 , h00 , j|i
Fig. 5. Threadpool semantics (for scheduler SC)

The definition says that low equality of initial global memories implies low equality of
final global memories. Note that this definition is termination-insensitive [21], in the
sense that nonterminating runs are ignored.
Observe that the examples from the introduction are rejected by the above definition
because the changes in the final values of low variables break low equality. Consider
another example (where k and l are low; and h is high):
if (h ≥ k) then skip; skip else skip k l := 0 k l := 1
This program is secure because the timing of the first thread does not affect how the
race between assignments in the second and third threads is resolved. This holds for
round-robin schedulers that run each thread for a fixed number of steps (which covers
the case of a one-step round-robin scheduler RR), machine instructions, or even calls
to the fork primitive. Note, however, that schedulers that are able to change the order
of scheduled threads depending on the number of live threads would not necessarily
guarantee secure execution of the above program. For example, consider a scheduler
that runs the first thread for two steps and then checks the number of live threads. If
this number is two then the second thread is scheduled; otherwise the third thread is
scheduled. This leaks the truth value of h ≥ k into l. Round-robin schedulers are not
only practical but also in this sense more secure, which motivates our choice to adopt
them in the semantics.

5

Transformation

In this section, we give a transformation that rules out explicit and implicit flows [5]
and closes internal timing leaks under round-robin schedulers. The transformation rules
have the form Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` c ,→ c0 , where command c is transformed into c0 under
the security type environment Γ , which maps variables to their security levels, and
special semaphore variables w , s, a, b, and m needed for synchronization. Moreover,
a fresh high variable hx is introduced for each low variable x in the source code. The
transformation comprises the rules presented in Fig. 6 and the top-level rule:
Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` c ,→ c0

w , s fresh

Γ ` c ,→t m := newSem(1); a := newSem(1); w := newSem(1); h~l := ~l; c0

(2)

where h~l := ~l stands for copying all low variables l into fresh high variables hl .
Define low assignments to be assignments to low variables. Explicit flows are prevented by not allowing high variables to occur in low assignments (see rule L-ASG).
Define high conditionals (loops) to be conditionals (loops) that branch on expressions
that contain high variables. Implicit flows for high conditionals and loops are prevented
by rules of the form Γ ` c # c0 , where command c is transformed into c0 under Γ .
These rules guarantee that high if’s and while’s do not have assignments to low variables in their bodies. These rules for tracking explicit and implicit flows are adopted
from security-type systems for sequential programs [28].
As illustrated by previous examples, internal timing channels are introduced by low
assignments after high conditionals and loops. To close these channels, the transformation introduces a fork whenever the source code branches on high data (see rules (HIF) and (H-W)). Since such computations are now spawned in new threads, the number
of executed instructions before low assignments does not depend on secrets. However,
new threads open up possibilities for new races between high variables, which can unexpectedly change the semantics of the program. To ensure that such races are avoided
(which we also prove in Section 7), the transformation spawns dedicated threads for all
computations that might affect high data (see rules (H-ASG) and (L-ASG)) and carefully places synchronization primitives in the transformed program. We will illustrate
this, and other interesting aspects of the transformation, through examples.
Consider the following simple program that suffers from an internal timing leak:
(if h1 then skip; skip else skip); l := 1 k d

(3)

where d abbreviates command skip; skip; l := 0. The assignment l := 1 may be
reached in three or two steps depending on h1 . However, by spawning the high conditional in a new thread, the number of instructions to execute it will no longer affect when
l := 1 is reached. More precisely, we can rewrite program (3) as fork(if h1 then skip;
skip; else skip); l := 1 k d, where internal timing leaks are not possible. From now
on, we assume that the initial values of l and h2 are always 0. Suppose now that we
modify program (3) by:
(if h1 then h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + l; skip else skip); l := 1 k d

(4)

∃v ∈ Vars(e). Γ (v) = high
Γ ` e : high

∀v ∈ Vars(e). Γ (v) = low
Γ ` e : low

(Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` ci ,→ c0i )i=1,2
Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` c1 ; c2 ,→ c01 ; c02

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` skip ,→ skip
(H-ASG)

(L-ASG)

Γ ` e # e0

Γ (x) = high

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` x := e ,→ s := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); x := e0 ; V(ŝ)) @ ws);
w := s
Γ ` e : low

Γ (x) = low

Γ ` e # e0

Γ ; w , s, a, b ` x := e ,→ s := newSem(0);
P(m); x := e; b := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ â b̂.P(ŵ ); P(â); hx := e0 ; V(b̂); V(ŝ)) @ wsab)
a := b; V(m);
w := s
Γ ` e : low
Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` c ,→ c0
Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` while e do c ,→ while e do c0
Γ ` e : low

(Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` ci ,→ c0i )i=1,2

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` if e then c1 else c2 ,→ if e then c01 else c02
(H-IF)

Γ ` e : high

Γ ` e # e0

(Γ ` ci # c0i )i=1,2

ct = if e0 then c01 else c02

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` if e then c1 else c2 ,→ s := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); ct ; V(ŝ)) @ ws);
w := s
(H-W)

Γ ` e : high

Γ ` e # e0

Γ ` c # c0

ct = while e0 do c0

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` while e do c ,→ s := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); ct ; V(ŝ)) @ ws);
w := s

Γ ; w 0 , s 0 , a, b, m ` d ,→ d0

ct = fork((λŵ ŝ ŵ 0 .P(ŵ ); V(ŵ ); V(ŝ); V(ŵ 0 )) @ ŵ ŝw 0 ) w 0 , s 0 fresh

Γ ; w , s, a, b, m ` fork(d) ,→ s := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ.w 0 := newSem(0); ct ; d0 ) @ ws);
w := s
Γ (v) = high
Γ ` skip # skip

Γ ` e # e[hx /x]Γ (x)=low
Γ ` e # e0

(Γ ` ci # c0i )i=1,2
0

Γ ` if e then c1 else c2 # if e then
(Γ ` ci # c0i )i=1,2
Γ ` c1 ; c2 # c01 ; c02

c01

else

c02

Γ ` v := e # v := e0
Γ ` d # d0
Γ ` fork(d) # fork(d0 )

Γ ` e # e0
Γ ` c # c0
Γ ` while e do c # while e0 do c0
Fig. 6. Transformation rules

Γ ` e # e0

where the final value of h2 is always 0. This code still suffers from an internal timing leak. Unfortunately, by putting a fork around the if as before, we introduce 1
as a possible final value for h2 , which was not possible in the original code. This
discrepancy originates from an undesired new interleaving of the rewritten program:
l := 1 can be computed before h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + l. To prevent such an interleaving, we introduce fresh high variables for every low variable in the code. We call
this kind of new variables high images of low variables. Since low variables are only
read, and not written, by high conditional and loops, it is possible to replace low variables inside of high contexts by their corresponding high images. Then, every time that
low variables are updated, their corresponding images will do so but in due course.
To illustrate this, let us
w := newSem(1); //initialization from top-level rule (2)
rewrite the left side of pros := newSem(0);
gram (4) as in (5). Varifork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); (if h1 then h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + hl ; skip
able hl is the corresponding
else skip); V(ŝ))
high image of low variable
@ws)
l. Two dedicated threads
w := s
l := 1; s := newSem(0);
are spawned with different
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); hl := 1; V(ŝ)) @ ws)
local snapshots of w and
w := s
s, written as ŵ and ŝ, re(5)
spectively. The second dedicated thread, which updates the high image of l to 1, waits (P(ŵ )) for the first one to
finish, and the first one indicates when the second one should start (V(ŝ)). By doing so,
and by properly updating w and s in the main thread, the command hl := 1 is never
executed before the if statement. Note that the first dedicated thread does not need to
synchronize with previous ones. Hence, the top-level transformation rule, presented at
the beginning of the section, initializes the semaphore w to 1.
The thread d also needs to be modified to wd := newSem(1);
include an update to hl . Let us rewrite d as skip; skip;
in (6). Semaphore variables wd and sd do not l := 0; sd := newSem(0);
play any important role here, since just one dedi- fork((λwˆd sˆd .P(wˆd ); hl := 0; V(sˆd ))
@wd sd );
cated thread is spawned. Note that if we run prowd := sd
grams (5) and (6) in parallel, it might be possible
(6)
that the updates of low variables happen in a different order than the updates of their corresponding high images. In order to avoid this,
we introduce three global semaphores, called a, b, and m. The final transformed code is
shown in Fig. 7, where c01 runs in parallel with d01 . Semaphore variables a and b ensure
that the queuing processes update high images in the same order as the low assignments
occur. Since a and b are globals, we protect their access with the global semaphore m.
As in the original program, h2 can only have the final value 0. From now on, we assume
that the semaphore a is allocated and initialized with value 1 .
Let us modify program (4) by adding assignments to high and low variables:
(if h1 then h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + l; skip else skip); l := 1; h2 := h2 + 1; l := 3 k d (7)
The final value of h2 is 1. As before, this code still suffers from internal timing leaks.
By putting fork’s around high conditionals and introducing updates for high images as

d01 : wd := newSem(1);
c01 : w := newSem(1);
skip; skip;
s := newSem(0);
sd := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ );
P(m); l := 0; b := newSem(0);
if h1 then h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + hl ;
skip;
fork((λwˆd sˆd âb̂.P(wˆd ); P(â); hl := 0;
else skip;
V(b̂); V(sˆd ))@wd sd ab);
V(ŝ))@ws);
a := b; V(m);
w := s
wd := sd
s := newSem(0);
P(m); l := 1; b := newSem(0);
fork((λŵ ŝâb̂.P(ŵ ); P(â); hl := 1;
V(b̂); V(ŝ))@wsab);
a := b; V(m);
w := s
Fig. 7. Transformed code for program (4)

in program (5), we would introduce 2 as a new possible final value for h2 , when h1 is
positive. The new value arises from executing h2 := h2 + 1 before the if statement.
In order to remove this race, we use synchronization to guarantee that computations on high data are executed in the same order as they appear in the original
code. However, this synchronization should not lead to recreating timing leaks: waiting
for the if to finish before exc02 : c01 ; s := newSem(0);
ecuting h2 := h2 + 1; l :=
fork((λŵ ŝ.P(ŵ ); h2 := h2 + 1; V(ŝ)) @ ws)
w := s;
3 would imply that the timing
P(m); l := 3; b := newSem(0);
of the low assignment l := 3
fork((λŵ ŝâb̂.P(ŵ ); P(â); hl := 3; V(b̂);
could depend on h1 . We resolve
V(ŝ))@wsab);
this problem by spawning dedia := b; V(m);
cated threads for assignments to
k d01
high variables and synchronizing,
(8)
via semaphores, these threads with
other threads that either read from or write to high data. The dedicated thread to compute
h2 := h2 + 1 will wait until the last dedicated thread in c01 finishes. The transformed
code is shown in (8). Note that spawned dedicated threads are executed in the same
order as they appear in the main thread.
Let us modify program (7) to inif h1 then h2 := 2 ∗ h2 + l; skip else skip;
troduce a fork as in (9). The fil := 1; h2 := h2 + 1; l := 3;
nal value of h2 is 5. However, the
fork(h2 := 5) k d
(9)
rewritten program will spawn several dedicated threads: for the conditional, for updating high images, h2 :=
h2 + 1, and h2 := 5, which need to be synchronized. In particular,
h2 := 5 cannot be executed before h2 := h2 + 1 finishes. Thus, we
need to synchronize dedicated threads in the main thread with the dedicated
threads from their children. This is addressed by the transformation in (10),
where d∗ spawns a new thread that waits on w 0 to perform h2 := 5. In order to be
able to receive a signal on w 0 , it is necessary to firstly receive a signal on ŵ , which
can be only done after computing h2 := h2 + 1. Note that the transformation spawns a
new thread to wait on ŵ in order to avoid recreating timing leaks. When a fork occurs
inside a loop in the source program, there is potentially a number of dynamic threads
that need to wait for the previous computation on high data to finish. This is resolved

by passing-the-baton technique: whichever thread receives a signal first (P(ŵ )) passes
it to another thread (V(ŵ )).
c02 ;
The examples above show how to close
s
:= newSem(0);
internal timing leaks by spawning dedicated
fork((λ
ŵ ŝ.w 0 := newSem(0);
threads that perform computation on high
fork((λŵ ŝ ŵ 0 .P(ŵ ); V(ŵ );
data. We have seen that some synchronizaV(ŝ); V(ŵ 0 ))@ŵ ŝw 0 ); d∗ )
tion is needed to avoid producing different
@ws);
outputs than intended in the original prow := s; k d01
gram. Transformed programs introduce per(10)
formance overhead related to synchronization. This overhead comes as a price for not modifying the run-time environment when
preventing internal timing leaks.
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Geo-localization example

Inspired by a scenario from mo- hotel l := nextHotel ();
bile computing [1], we give an hotelLoc l := getHotelLocation(hotel l );
example of closing timing leaks dh := distance(hotelLoc l , userLoc h );
in a realistic setting. Modern mo- closest h := hotel l ;
while (moreHotels?()) do
bile phones are able to compute
hotel l := nextHotel ();
their geographical positions. The
hotelLoc l := getHotelLocation(hotel l );
widely used MIDP profile [10] for
d0h := distance(hotelLoc l , userLoc h );
mobile devices includes API supif (d0h < dh ) then dh := d0h ; closest h := hotel l
port for obtaining the current poelse skip
sition of the handset [11]. Further- ih := 0;
more, geo-localization can be ap- while (moreTypeRooms?(closest h )) do
type h := nextTypeRoom(closest h );
proximated by using the identity
showTypeRoom(type h , ih );
of the current base station and the
ih := ih + 1;
power of its signal. It is desirable
that such information can only be
Fig. 8. Geo-localization example
used by trusted parties.
Consider the code fragment in Fig. 8. This fragment is part of a program that runs
on a mobile phone. Such a program typically uses dynamic thread creation (which
is supported by MIDP) to perform time-consuming computation (such as establishing
network connections) in separate threads [12, 14].
The program searches for the closest hotel in the area where the handset is located.
Once found, it displays the types of available rooms at that hotel. Variables have subscripts indicating their security levels (l for low and h for high). Suppose that hotell
and hotelLocl contain the public name and location for a given hotel, respectively.
The location of the mobile device is stored in the high variable userLoc h . Variables
dh and d0h are used to compute the distance to a given hotel. Variable closest h stores
the location of the closest hotel in the area. Variable ih is used to index the type of
rooms at the closest hotel. Variable type h stores a room type, i.e., single, double, etc.
Function nextHotel () returns the next available hotel in the area (for simplicity, we assume there is always at least one). Function getHotelLocation() provides the location

of a given hotel, and function distance() computes the distance between two locations. Function moreHotels?() returns true if there are more hotels for nextHotel () to
retrieve. Function moreTypeRooms?() returns true if there are more room types for
nextTypeRoom(). Function showTypeRoom() displays room types on the screen.
This code may leak information about the location of the mobile phone through the
internal timing covert channel. The source of the problem is a conditional that branches
on secret data, where the then branch performs two assignments while the else branch
only skip. However, internal timing leaks can be closed by the transformation given
in Section 5 (provided the transformed program runs under a round-robin scheduler).
This example highlights the permissiveness of the transformation. For instance, the type
systems by Boudol and Castellani [3, 4] reject the example because both high conditionals and low assignments appear in the body of a loop. Transformations in [22, 13]
also reject the example due to the presence of a high loop in the code.
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Soundness

This section shows that a transformed program is secure and refines the source program
in a suitable sense. The details of the proofs for lemmas and theorems shown in this
section are to appear in an accompanying technical report.
Security We identify two kinds of threads. High threads are dedicated threads introduced by the transformation and threads in the source program spawned inside a high
conditional or a high loop. Other threads are low threads. We designate high threads
by arranging that they have a distinguished local variable called ~. It is not difficult to
modify the transformation in Section 5 to guarantee this.
In order to prove non-interference under round-robin schedulers, we firstly need to
exploit some properties of programs produced by the transformation.
Definition 3. A command c is syntactically secure provided that (i) there are no explicit flows, i.e., assignments x := e with high e and low x; (ii) each low thread,
fork((λ~x.c0 ) @ ~e), in c satisfies the following: there are no high conditionals or high
loops or V() or P() operations related to synchronize high threads, except inside high
threads forked in c0 ; and (iii) in high threads, there are neither low assignments nor
forks of low threads.
Lemma 1. If Γ `t c ,→ c0 then c0 is syntactically secure.
We let γ and δ range over threadpool configurations. We assume, for convenience in
the notation, that γ = h|h(c0 , m0 ) . . .i, g, h, j|i. We also define γ.pool = h(c0 , m0 ) . . .i,
γ.globals = g, γ.heap = h, and γ.next = j. A program configuration γ is called
syntactically secure if every command in γ.pool and every command in a waiting queue
of γ.heap is syntactically secure.
A thread configuration (c, m) is low, noted low?(m), if and only if ~ ∈
/ dom(m).
Define low?(i, γ) if and only if the ith thread in γ.pool is low. Define γL as the subsequence of thread configurations (ci , mi ) in γ.pool that are low. For each thread configuration (ci , mi ) ∈ γ that is low, define lowpos(i, γ) (and, for simplicity in the notation,

lowpos(i, γ.pool )) to be the index of the thread but in γL . The key property of a roundrobin scheduler is that the next low thread to be scheduled is independent of the values
of global or local variables, the states of high threads (running or blocked), and even
the number of high threads in the configuration. We can formally capture this property
as follows. Define nextlow (γ) = j mod (#γ.pool ) where j is the least number such
that j ≥ γ.next and low?(j mod (#γ.pool), γ).
Definition 4 (Low equality). Define P =L P 0 for threadpools P = h(c1 , m1 ) . . .i and
P 0 = h(c01 , m01 ) . . .i (not necessarily the same length) if and only if ci ≡ c0j for all i, j
such that low?(mi ), low?(m0j ), and lowpos(i, P ) = lowpos(j, P 0 ). Define γ =L δ if
and only if γ and δ are syntactically secure, γ.globals =L δ.globals, γ.pool =L δ.pool,
lowpos(nextlow(γ), γ) = lowpos(nextlow(δ), δ), and all threads blocked in γ.heap
and δ.heap are high.
Theorem 1. Let γ and δ be configurations such that γ =L δ. If γ →∗ γ 0 and δ →∗ δ 0
where γ 0 , δ 0 are terminal configurations, then γ 0 =L δ 0 . Here →∗ refers to the semantics
using the round-robin scheduler RR.
Corollary 1 (Security). If Γ ` c ,→t c0 then c0 is secure under round-robin scheduling.
Refinement For programs produced by our transformation, the result from a roundrobin computation from any initial state is a result from the original program using the
fully nondeterministic scheduler. In fact, any interleaving of the transformed program
matches some interleaving of the original code.
Theorem 2. Suppose Γ ` c ,→t c0 and g10 and g20 are global memories for c0 such that
(c0 , g10 ) ⇓ g20 using the nondeterministic scheduler ND. Let g1 and g2 be the restrictions
of g10 and g20 to the globals of c. Then (c, g1 ) ⇓ g2 using ND.
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Related work

Variants of possibilistic noninterference have been explored in process-calculus settings [7, 6, 18, 8, 15], but without considering the impact of scheduling.
As discussed in the introduction, a series of work by Volpano and Smith [25, 27, 23,
24] suggests a special protect(c) statement to hide the internal timing of command c in
the semantics. In contrast to this work, we are not dependent on the randomization of the
scheduler. To the best of our knowledge, no proposals for protect() implementation
avoid significantly changing the scheduler (unless the scheduler is cooperative [17]).
Boudol and Castellani [3, 4] suggest explicit modeling of schedulers as programs.
Their type systems, however, reject source programs where assignments to public variables follow computation that branches on secrets.
Smith and Thober [26] suggest a transformation to split a program into high and
low components. Jif/split [31] partitions sequential programs into distributed code on
different hosts. However, the main focus is on security when some trusted hosts are
compromised. Neither approach provides any formal notion of security or refinement.
A possibility to resolve the internal timing problem is by considering external timing. Definitions sensitive to external timing consider stronger attackers, namely those

that are able to observe the actual execution time. External timing-sensitive security definitions have been explored for multithreaded languages by Sabelfeld and Sands [22]
as well as languages with synchronization [19] by Sabelfeld and message passing [20]
by Sabelfeld and Mantel. Typically, padding techniques [2, 22, 13] are used to ensure
that the timing behavior of a program is independent of secrets. Naturally, a stronger
attacker model implies more restrictions on programs. For example, loops branching
on secrets are disallowed in the above approaches. Further, padding might introduce
slow-down and, in the worst case, nontermination.
Another possibility to prevent internal timing leaks in programs is by disallowing
any races on public data, as pursued by Zdancewic and Myers [30] and improved by
Huisman et al. [9]. However, such an approach rejects innocent programs such as l :=
0 k l := 1 where l is a public variable.
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Conclusion

We have presented a transformation that closes internal timing leaks in programs with
dynamic thread creation. In contrast to existing approaches, we have not appealed to
nonstandard semantics (cf. the discussion on protect()) or to modifying the run-time
environment (cf. the discussion on interaction with schedulers). Importantly, the transformation is not overrestrictive: programs are not rejected unless they have symptoms of
flows inherent to sequential programs. The transformation ensures that the rest of insecurities (due to internal timing) are repaired. Our target language includes semaphores,
which have not been considered in the context of termination-insensitive security.
Future work includes introducing synchronization and declassification primitives
into the source language and improving the efficiency of the transformation: instead of
dynamically spawning dedicated threads, one could refactor the program into high and
low parts and explicitly communicate low data to the high part, when needed (and high
data to the low part, when prescribed by declassification).
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